
Knapstein
KIRA-L

Oberfläche

brass

nickel

diffuser

white glass

Chintz taupe

Chintz white

Technical details

Country of
Manufacture

 Germany

Manufacturer Knapstein

Designer Knapstein

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

Projection in cm 53

material brass

dimming
Push button dimmer on light rod and push
button dimmer on light head

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering
Index

>90

Color temperature in
Kelvin

2,700 extra warm white

Shade diameter 24 cm

Shade height 33 cm

lamp stand
dimensions

∅ 26 cm

system performance 1 x 13 Watt + 1 x 20 Watt + 1 x 8,5 Watt

Total luminous flux in
lm

5,035

Dimensions H 165 cm

Description

The Knapstein KIRA-L floor lamp has a rotating and swivelling reading arm. The
lamp head of the reading arm can be swivelled independently of the arm via a
joint. Two LEDs are integrated in the diffuser. One of these LEDs emits its light
upwards as an uplight, the second LED emits its light downwards and through
the diffuser into the room. These two LEDs can be switched and dimmed
separately by push button dimmers on the lamp post. The lamp head of the
reading arm is individually regulated by a push button dimmer in the head.
The floor lamp is available in matt brass and matt nickel.

The diffuser of the KIRA-L has a diameter of 24 cm and a height of 33 cm. It is
offered in the versions glass opal matt white, chintz white and chintz dark
taupe. This floor lamp is operated by three integrated LEDs. In addition to this
LED floor lamp, the series also includes lamps with conventional halogen
sockets or without reading arm.
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